President Wu and I met in 2009 in a very special way. I invited him to participate in a special forum in Beijing on "Sustainable Development in China Western, Farming and Minority Areas". He was going to Europe for a pre-scheduled meeting but his trip was suddenly cancelled due to the eruption of volcano ash Cloud in Norway. So he turned around and landed in a Beijing suburban eco-farming village, and also a site of China Farmer University, to exchange ideas with me and other experts on how to use Cloud Computing technology to help agriculture, healthcare, education, culture, commerce, logistics, financial, science, engineering and disaster prevention applications for under-developed regions.

And now, in less than a year, with his support, we are establishing a world leading "Cloud Computing Technology and Application R/D Center", which is another shining "Diamond" of NCTU due to President Wu's great vision and strong leadership.

I would like to personally attribute this Diamond" to President Wu's immense passion, unselfish dedication to NCTU's long-term sustainable development, and more importantly, to his gentle, graceful and tremendous humanity!

I have certainly learned a lot from him, and would like to continue to work with him closely in achieving our common vision and goal on promoting "Collaborating R/D" and "Technology for Humanity" projects in Taiwan, China and worldwide.

Steve Chen